
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 95, iss. 6, pp. 355 { 360 c 2012 March 25Phase diagram of superuid 3He in \nematically ordered" aerogelR. Sh.Askhadullin+, V.V.Dmitriev1), D.A.Krasnikhin, P.N.Martynov+, A.A.Osipov+, A.A. Senin, A.N.YudinKapitza Institute for Physical Problems of the RAS, 119334 Moscow, Russia+Leypunsky Institute for Physics and Power Engineering, 249020 Obninsk, RussiaSubmitted 13 February 2012Results of experiments with liquid 3He immersed in a new type of aerogel are described. This aerogelconsists of Al2O3�H2O strands which are nearly parallel to each other, so we call it as a \nematically or-dered" aerogel. At all used pressures a superuid transition was observed and a superuid phase diagram wasmeasured. Possible structures of the observed superuid phases are discussed.1. Introduction. An asymmetry of a volume �lledby superuid 3He can inuence on resulting pairingstates. For example, in the case of a restricted geometry,boundaries of the container can suppress some compo-nents of the superuid order parameter [1]. This distor-tion persists over a distance of the order of the temper-ature dependent superuid correlation length � = �(T ),which diverges at the superuid transition temperature.Theory predicts, that restricted geometry may stabilizesuperuid phases which do not occur in bulk liquid 3He[2, 3]. In superuid 3He inside a narrow gap (or in 3He�lm) a planar type distortion is expected for the B phasein agreement with results of recent experiments [4, 5].A spatially inhomogeneous order parameter with polarcore may be realized in a narrow channel. This pre-diction has not been unambiguously con�rmed by ex-periments, however measurements of mass supercurrentin narrow channels indicate a possible phase transitionat the temperature just below the superuid transitiontemperature [6, 7]. It is probable that these observa-tions are associated with the transition into such kind ofpolar-type superuid phase.Another way to introduce the anisotropy into super-uid 3He is to use 3He con�ned in a globally anisotropicaerogel. It is known that the high porosity silica aerogeldoes not completely suppress the superuidity of 3He[8, 9]. It is also established that superuid phases of3He in aerogel (A-like and B-like phases) are similar tosuperuid phases of bulk 3He (A- and B phases respec-tively) if the anisotropy of the aerogel is weak or if itcorresponds to the squeezing deformation [10{14]. Inthis case the anisotropy of the aerogel inuences onlyon the orientation of the 3He superuid order parameterand on its spatial structure [12, 13, 15]. However, recenttheoretical investigations [16] show that the stretchinganisotropy of the aerogel should result in a polar dis-1)e-mail: dmitriev@kapitza.ras.ru

tortion of the A-like phase of superuid 3He in aerogel.Moreover, if the anisotropy is large enough then, in somerange of temperatures just below the superuid transi-tion temperature, the pure polar phase may be morefavorable than the A phase. Unfortunately silica aero-gels are rather fragile, therefore in practice the stretch-ing anisotropy can be obtained only in process of aerogelpreparation [17] and the large value of this anisotropy ishardly achievable.In this paper we present results of nuclear magneticresonance (NMR) studies of liquid 3He con�ned in a newtype of aerogel [18]. This aerogel consists of Al2O3 �H2Ostrands with a characteristic diameter �50nm and acharacteristic separation of �200nm (see Fig. 1 and theSEM-photo in [19]). The remarkable feature of this aero-

Fig. 1. The SEM-photo of \nematically ordered" aerogelgel is that its strands are oriented along nearly the samedirection at a macroscopic distance (�3{5mm), i.e., thisaerogel may be considered as almost in�nitely stretched.�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012 355 8�



356 R. Sh.Askhadullin, V. V.Dmitriev, D.A.Krasnikhin et al.To emphasize this property we call it as \nematically or-dered" aerogel.2. Experimental setup. Our experimental cham-ber was made of epoxy resin Stycast-1266 and had twocylindric cells (see Fig. 2). Two aerogel samples with dif-

Fig. 2. The sketch of the experimental chamber: 1 { thedenser sample; 2 { the less dense sample; 3 { quartz tun-ing fork; 4 { heaterferent porosities were placed freely in the cells. Sampleshad a form of a cylinder with the diameter �4mm andwith the heights 2.6mm (the denser sample) and 3.2mm(the less dense sample). Axes of the cylinders were ori-ented along aerogel strands (ẑ-axis). Each cell was sur-rounded by transverse NMR-coil (not shown in Fig. 2)with the axis along x̂. Experiments were carried outin magnetic �elds H from 106 up to 346Oe (the rangeof NMR-frequencies was from 344kHz up to 1.12MHz)and at pressures from s.v.p. up to 29.3bar. We wereable to rotate H by any angle � in the ŷ�ẑ-plane. Ad-ditional gradient coils were used to compensate an in-homogeneity of H and to apply the controlled �eld gra-dient. Residual inhomogeneity of H was � 4 � 10�5 for� = 0 and � 4 � 10�4 for � = 90�. About 30% of thecell volumes were �lled with the bulk liquid, but usu-ally it was easy to distinguish the signal of superuid3He in aerogel from bulk 3He signal. Necessary tem-peratures were obtained by a nuclear demagnetizationcryostat and were determined either by NMR in the Aphase of bulk 3He (when it was possible) or using aquartz tuning fork calibrated by measurements of theLeggett frequency in bulk 3He-B. To avoid paramag-netic signal from solid 3He aerogel samples have been

preplated by �2.5 atomic monolayers of 4He. The aero-gel strands have bends and their surface is rough so weassume that, in spite of the preplating, a scattering of3He quasiparticles on the strands is di�usive.The described setup has been used also for measure-ments of spin di�usion in normal liquid 3He in the sameaerogel samples [19]. The spin di�usion was found tobe anisotropic in the limit of low temperatures. Quasi-particles e�ective mean free paths determined by aero-gel strands were found to be: �k � 850nm, �? �� 450nm (for the denser sample) and �k � 1600nm,�? � 1100nm (for the less dense sample). Here �k and�? are the mean free paths along and normal to theaerogel strands respectively.Most of the experiments described below were donewith the denser sample and the presented results wereobtained using this sample if not specially mentioned.3. Phase diagram. On cooling from the normalphase we observed a superuid transition of 3He in bothaerogel samples. The transition was detected by contin-uous wave (CW) NMR with H parallel to the aerogelstrands (� = 0): at the transition temperature (Tca)a positive NMR-frequency shift (�!) from the Larmorvalue appears. The transition temperature is suppressedin comparison with the superuid transition tempera-ture in bulk 3He (Tc) and the suppression was found tobe �2 times less in the less dense sample than in thedenser sample. The pressure dependence of the sup-pression in terms of the superuid coherence length �0is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. The suppression of Tca of 3He in \nematically or-dered" aerogel versus �0=�?. � { the less dense sample,� { the denser sample. The line is the best �t by y = Axwith A = 0:51Fig. 4 shows the measured phase diagram of super-uid 3He in \nematically ordered" aerogel. The �lled�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012
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Fig. 4. The phase diagram of liquid 3He in \nematically or-dered" aerogel obtained on cooling from the normal phase.Note that the temperature is normalized to the superuidtransition temperature in bulk 3He. See text for explana-tionscircles correspond to the transition from the normalphase into a \high temperature" superuid phase. Thisphase belongs to a family of Equal Spin Pairing (ESP)phases because its spin susceptibility is the same as inthe normal phase and does not depend on T . Below wecall this phase as the ESP1 phase. The triangles corre-spond to a beginning of the 1st-order phase transitionfrom the ESP1 phase into a \low temperature" super-uid phase (LTP), where the susceptibility is less thanin the normal phase. A region of coexistence of the LTPand the ESP1 phase is marked by a two-tone area �ll.Such a coexistence may be due to a pinning of the inter-phase boundary on local inhomogeneities of the aerogel.The squares correspond to the end of the transition intothe LTP. On subsequent warming the reverse 1st-ordertransition (from the LTP into the ESP phase) is clearlyvisible only at P � 12bar and begins at higher temper-atures (� 0:85T=Tc). More detailed description of thetransitions and the superuid phases is given below.We have found that NMR-properties at high pres-sures (P � 12bar) and at low pressures (P � 6:5bar)are qualitatively di�erent. The high pressure behavioris illustrated by Fig. 5 where we present the tempera-ture dependence of the e�ective NMR-frequency shift(2!�!, where ! is the NMR-frequency) in continuouswave (CW) NMR-experiments at P = 29:3 bar and withH k ẑ. On cooling from the normal phase we observedthe transition into the ESP1 phase with positive �!(open circles in Fig. 5). At T � 0:7Tc the 1st-ordertransition into the LTP starts. The frequency shift inthis phase is larger than in the ESP1 phase and on fur-

Fig. 5. The e�ective NMR-frequency shift versus temper-ature (P = 29:3 bar, � = 0, Tca = 0:979 Tc and H == 346Oe): 1 { the ESP1 phase; 2 { the LTP; 3 { theESP2 phase on cooling; 4 { the ESP2 phase on warming.Solid and dashed lines (see Section 5 for the explanation).Insert: CW NMR-absorption lines in the ESP1 (dashed)and in the ESP2 phases (solid) at the same temperature(T = 0:79 Tc)ther cooling in some temperature range we observe twoNMR-lines (from the LTP and from the ESP1 phase)with di�erent values of �!. After the complete transi-tion, we observe on warming only the line from the LTP(�lled circles in Fig. 5) until the reverse transition starts(� 0:84T=Tc). Surprisingly, the obtained in a such waythe ESP phase (we call it as ESP2 phase) is di�erentfrom the ESP1 phase: it has larger �! up to Tca (�lledtriangles in Fig. 5) and larger the NMR linewidth (insertof Fig. 5). Being obtained, this ESP2 phase remains sta-ble down to T � 0:7Tc (open triangles in Fig.5).Fig. 6 shows an example of the low pressure behav-ior. Here the dependence of 2!�! on T at P = 6:5baris presented. On cooling from the normal phase weget the ESP1 phase (open circles in Fig. 6). Then, atT � 0:8Tc, the transition into the LTP begins. Thistransition completes at � 0:73Tc and on subsequentwarming the LTP smoothly transforms into the ESPphase (�lled circles in Fig. 6). This smooth transitionends at Tx = T � 0:91Tc: above this temperature �!and the linewidth are the same as in the ESP1 phase.At intermediate pressures (6:5 bar< P < 12 bar) wecan not distinguish between these two types of the be-havior: no jump of �! is seen, but the absolute valueof the slope of the dependence �! = �!(T ) essentiallyincreases just below Tx. At these pressures and near Tx�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012
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Fig. 6. The e�ective NMR-frequency shift versus tempera-ture (P = 6:5 bar, � = 0, Tca = 0:962 Tc, and H = 346Oe:1 { the ESP1 phase; 2 { the LTP. Solid and dashed lines(see Section 5 for the explanation). Insert: correspondingCW NMR-linewidthsthe NMR-frequency shifts in the LTP and ESP phasesare close to each other, so the �nal temperature width ofthe transition may mask a jump of �!. It is also possi-ble that inhomogeneities in the aerogel result in di�erenttypes of the transition at di�erent places of the sample.4. Low temperature phase. At high pressuresthe transition from the ESP phase into the LTP is ac-companied by a sharp decrease of the spin susceptibilityand, on further cooling, the susceptibility is decreasing.For H k ẑ the NMR-frequency shift in the LTP is afew times larger than in the ESP phase and is close tothe value expected for bulk 3He-B with l̂ ? H, wherel̂ is an orbital vector oriented along the direction of thegap anisotropy [20]. For example, at 29.3 bar and atT = 0:75Tca the ratio of the observed shift and of theexpected bulk B phase shift is 0.86. Correspondingly,we assume that at high pressures the order parameterof the LTP is close to the parameter of bulk 3He-B andaerogel strands orient l̂ normal to ẑ.At low pressures the LTP is not so close to bulk3He-B. Firstly, with decreasing pressure the above-mentioned ratio decreases down to 0.4 at P = 3:5 bar.Secondly, the susceptibility hardly changes during thetransition from the ESP1 phase into the LTP.The properties of the LTP may be explained if wesuggest that the order parameter corresponds to the or-der parameter of bulk 3He-B with the polar distortion.Aerogel strands suppress the gap in directions normal totheir axes, i.e. normal to ẑ. If we choose the direction

l̂ along x̂, then the distorted B phase order parametermatrix averaged over distances much larger than � is:A = R0B@b 0 00 b 00 0 a1CA = 0B@ 0 0 aR13bR21 bR22 0bR31 bR32 0 1CA ; (1)whereR = R(n;�) is pure B phase order parameter ro-tation matrix, a and b are positive and a2 + 2b2 = 1. Ifa = b then we get pure Balian{Werthamer (BW) statewith isotropic energy gap (the case of bulk 3He-B inweak magnetic �eld). Note that b=a = �?=�k < 1,where �? and �k are values of the gap in directionsnormal and along ẑ respectively. The limit a = 1 andb = 0 corresponds to the polar phase. The observed tem-perature dependencies of �! show that a and b dependon temperature and pressure: the ratio b=a is larger atlower temperatures and at higher pressures.5. ESP phases. Following [16] we can suggestthree variants for the ESP phase: 1) it can be analogof the A phase, i.e. its order parameter corresponds toAnderson{Brinkman{Morel (ABM) model; 2) it can bethe A phase with the polar distortion; 3) it can be thepolar phase. The energy gap should be maximal alongẑ and minimal in the x̂�ŷ-plane. If we choose x̂ as adirection along which the gap is minimal then a generalform of the order parameter matrix for all three cases is:A = 0B@0 ib a0 0 00 0 01CA ; (2)where a and b are positive and a2 + b2 = 1. Here wesuggest that the angle between x̂ and spin vector d̂ iszero. The pure ABM phase corresponds to a = b, whilefor the pure polar phase a = 1 and b = 0.We have carried out additional NMR-experimentswith ESP1 and ESP2 phases. In CW NMR-experimentsthe dependence of �! on � was measured. In the densersample we have found that �! is positive for � = 0and equals zero for � = 90�. In the less dense sam-ple measurements have been done also for � = 16� andfor � = 33� and it was found that �! / cos2 �. Inpulsed NMR-experiments the dependence of the initialfrequency of a free induction decay signal (FIDS) onthe tipping angle of the magnetization (�) was mea-sured. It was found that �! / cos� for H k ẑ and�! / (1 � cos�) for H ? ẑ (see Fig. 7). These re-sults de�nitely exclude the spatially homogeneous ABM(or distorted ABM) order parameter for both ESP1 and�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012
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Fig. 7. The initial frequency of the FIDS versus �: 1 { theESP1 phase, � = 0; P = 9:5 bar, T = 0:85 Tc, H = 346Oe;2 { the ESP2 phase, � = 0; P = 29:3 bar, T = 0:835 Tc,H = 346Oe; 3 { the ESP1 phase, � = 90�; P = 12 bar,T = 0:87 Tc, H = 106Oe. Solid lines and the dashedline are the best �ts by cos � and 1 � cos � dependenciesrespectivelyESP2 phases but qualitatively agree with an equationfor �! for the polar phase [16]:2!�! = C �cos� � sin2 �5 cos� � 14 � ; (3)where C = 
2p and 
p is the Leggett frequency for thepolar phase. However, we should consider also anotherpossibility: our aerogel can be considered as almost in-�nitely stretched and the ABM order parameter (as wellas the distorted ABM order parameter) can be in a twodimensional Larkin{Imry{Ma (LIM) state. This statecorresponds to a spatially inhomogeneous distributionof l̂ in the x̂�ŷ plane [13, 15]. A characteristic lengthof these inhomogeneities should be less than the dipolelength, because well below Tca the observed CW NMR-linewidths are small in comparison with �!. For theABM phase in the LIM state the dependence of �! on� and � is also given by (3) (see Eq. (15) in [13]) butwith di�erent C. For a general case C can be calculatedin weak coupling limit:C = 2
2A 3a2 � 13� 4a2b2 ; (4)where 
A is the Leggett frequency in the pure ABMphase. For a = b = 1=p2 (the ABM phase in the LIMstate) C = 
2A=2, while for a = 1; b = 0 (the polarphase) C = 4
2A=3 = 
2p.Thus, our results indicate that ESP phases have theorder parameter (2) and, depending on a and b, may

correspond either to the polar or to the LIM state of theABM phase with the polar distortion. ESP1 and ESP2phases can exist at the same conditions and presumablyhave di�erent values of a and b. The value of �! al-lows, in principal, to �nd C and to calculate a and b:if � = 0 and � = 0, then C = 2!�!. The problem isthat 
A for 3He in our aerogel is unknown. Therefore,in the �rst approximation, we have used data for 
Ain bulk 3He-A [21{23] rescaled in assumption that therelative suppression of 
A equals the relative suppres-sion of the superuid transition temperature (Tca=Tc).Using these values of 
A the expected dependencies of2!�! on temperature for the pure polar phase and forthe pure ABM phase in the LIM state have been cal-culated (dashed and solid lines respectively in Figs. 5and 6). It is seen that at 29.3 bar the ESP1 phase isclose to the pure ABM phase in the LIM state while at6.5 bar the polar distortion is essential.6. Search for pure polar phase. The polar dis-tortion of the ABM order parameter depends on tem-perature and is expected to be larger near Tca [16]. Tocharacterize this distortion we introduce a parameterK = C=
2A and denote its value in the limit T ! Tcaas K0. For the pure ABM phase in the LIM state Kshould be equal to 0.5 while for the pure polar phasewe expect K = 4=3. The experimental dependence ofK0 on pressure is shown in Fig. 8. At low pressures

Fig. 8. The dependence of K0 on pressureK0 � 1:07 (dashed line in Fig. 8) and from (4) we �ndthat it corresponds to a strongly distorted ABM phasewith a2 = 0:73 and b2 = 0:27. However, we can notexclude that the pure polar can be realized at low pres-sures near Tca. The point is that the suppression of thebulk value of 
A may be larger than we have used inour estimation of C as it happens in the case of 3He in�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 95 ¢»¯. 5 { 6 2012



360 R. Sh.Askhadullin, V. V.Dmitriev, D.A.Krasnikhin et al.standard silica aerogel [24, 25] or as it follows from aslab model [26]. In fact at P < 12bar an additionalsuppression of 
2A by 25% is enough to get K = 4=3.One more argument in favor of the polar phase is thatat low pressures K � 1 in a �nite range of temperaturesbelow Tca and starts to decrease on further cooling be-low some temperature Tk < Tca. The values of Tk at 6.5and 9.5 bar are shown by crosses in Fig. 4. At 2.4 and3.5 bar the decrease of K have not been observed tillthe lowest obtained temperatures. We note also that atlow pressures the transition from the LTP into the ESP1phase is continuous. This is possible if the distorted BWphase transforms into the polar phase (see Eq. (1) withb ! 0), while the transition into the ABM (or into thedistorted ABM) phase should be of the 1st-order as weobserve at high pressures.7. Conclusions. We have measured the phase di-agram of superuid phases of 3He in \nematically or-dered" aerogel. Depending on conditions and the pre-history 3 superuid phases were observed: the LTP, theESP1 phase, and the ESP2 phase. The LTP presum-ably has BW order parameter with the polar distortion,while the ESP1 and the ESP2 phases correspond to theABM order parameter with di�erent values of the polardistortion. There are indications that at low pressuresthe pure polar phase may exist in some range of temper-atures just below Tca. However, additional experimentsare necessary to check such a possibility.Existing theoretical models for superuid 3He inaerogel or for the case of restricted geometry cannot bedirectly applied to our case. Inhomogeneous isotropicscattering model [24] which well describes 3He in nearlyisotropic silica aerogel, considers the isotropic scatteringof quasiparticles and surely can not be used to inter-pret our results. The theoretical model of K.Aoyamaand R. Ikeda [16] of the A-like phase in stretched aero-gel is much closer to our situation and our results forESP phases qualitatively do not contradict this model.However, the case of a strong anisotropy of the quasi-particles mean free path has not been considered in [16].We also note that the B phase with polar-type distortionhas been theoretically considered in detail only for thecase of 3He inside narrow cylindrical channels. Corre-spondingly, we think that further theoretical investiga-tions are necessary to explain the observed properties ofsuperuid 3He in \nematically ordered" aerogel.We thank I.A. Fomin, W.P.Halperin, E.V. Surov-tsev, and G.E.Volovik for useful discussions. This workwas supported in part by the Russian Foundation forBasic Research (grants #11-02-12069, 09-02-01185) andby the Ministry of Education and Science of Russia (con-tract #16.513.11.3036).
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